Abstract-Accurate and timely identification of the router-level topology of the Internet is one of the major unresolved problems in Internet research. Topology recovery via tomographic inference is potentially an attractive complement to standard methods that use TTL-limited probes. Unfortunately, limitations of prior tomographic techniques make timely resolution of large-scale topologies impossible due to the requirement of an infeasible number of measurements. In this paper, we describe new techniques that aim toward efficient tomographic inference for accurate routerlevel topology measurement. We introduce methodologies based on Depth-First Search (DFS) ordering that clusters end-hosts based on shared infrastructure and enables the logical tree topology of a network to be recovered accurately and efficiently. We evaluate the capabilities of our algorithms in large-scale simulation and find that our methods will reconstruct topologies using less than 2% of the measurements required by exhaustive methods and less than 15% of the measurements needed by the current state-of-the-art tomographic approach. We also present results from a study of the live Internet where we show our DFS-based methodologies can recover the logical router-level topology more accurately and with fewer probes than prior techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
APPING the Internet's router-level topology is a compelling objective for network measurement. In addition to their appeal to network researchers, accurate and timely maps of the Internet have a wide range of applications and are of particular importance in network management, operations and security. A large number of prior studies has focused on efficient Internet router-level topology discovery using active probe-based, -like measurements, e.g., [1] and [2] . However, when using TTL-limited, -like measurements for reconstructing topologies, one is faced with the serious challenges of resolving anonymous routers [3] and router aliases [4] . More recent research in [5] and [6] has shown how a combination of and Record Route probes can improve the accuracy of topology estimation. However, Record Route probes are also limited in that only a small percentage of Internet routers respond to the Record Route option. Finally, TTL-limited measurements are unable to reveal Layer-2 hops or hops through MPLS clouds, which further reduces the accuracy of reconstructed topologies.
There are alternatives to TTL-limited measurements for Internet topology recovery. One technique that has shown promise is tomographic inference of router-level topology using end-to-end measurements of packet delay or loss. Initial work on network tomography methodologies focused on the use of multicast measurements [7] , [8] . Multicast inference is attractive since the total number of measurements necessary (i.e., probing complexity) is , where is the number of end-hosts in the topology. However, the extremely limited deployment of open, multicast-enabled nodes renders these techniques impractical for a wide-scale topology study of the Internet. More recent work has focused on network tomography using unicast probes to obtain a measure of similarity between pairs of end-hosts with respect to shared queueing delay measurements [9] , [10] or shared packet loss [11] . Unfortunately, these techniques are also impractical due to the quadratic number of probes (i.e., ) needed to resolve the topology.
The goal of our work is to advance the capabilities of unicast tomography such that it can be used effectively and efficiently for router-level topology discovery in the Internet. While there are a number of open challenges in the area of network tomography, the specific focus of this paper is on reducing the total number of pairwise probes that are required in order to efficiently resolve the network topology. The efficient topology reconstruction techniques presented in this paper are agnostic to the choice of unicast tomography probing methodology and depend only on how the observed pairwise characteristics conform to the underlying network topology. This approach allows for the efficient techniques described in this paper to be applied to a variety of tomographic probing approaches.
We exploit the idea of arranging end-host targets in a Depth-First Search (DFS) Order. We show how a DFS ordering clusters target end-hosts based on the amount of shared infrastructure. Given this shared infrastructure clustering, we demonstrate how the observed pairwise similarity matrix from Internet measurements will have a special structure. By exploiting this matrix structure, the number of pairwise measurements necessary to resolve the logical topology of a balanced -ary tree can be reduced from the current state-of-the-art tomography probing methodology in [12] . We then show conditions assumed by the current state-of-the-art methodologies are too restrictive and that DFS ordering can be exploited to resolve topologies using only pairwise measurements under a significantly less restrictive pairwise similarity conditions for a balanced -ary tree. To the best of our knowledge, the resulting probing complexity of the developed DFS-based algorithms are the lowest for any unicast tomography algorithm. We believe this reduction in the number of probes is an important step toward unicast tomography being considered a feasible and practical topology discovery mechanism.
We show the performance of our DFS Ordering-based methodologies on both synthetic and real-world networks. Using simulated measurements on large-scale synthetic topologies and real-world networks via the Internet Topology Zoo [13] that satisfy our pairwise similarity conditions, we show our methodologies require fewer than 2% of the pairwise measurements required by exhaustive methods and 15% less than current state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, we present results using real-world delay-based tomographic probes that show that the techniques presented here reconstruct logical tree topologies more accurately and using fewer pairwise probes than prior developed methodologies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we describe previous tomographic methods for Internet logical topology discovery and other related work. The topology discovery problem and the concept of DFS Ordering are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, an efficient logical topology discovery algorithm is described using a known DFS Ordering of the end-hosts. Given that real-world topologies will not have the DFS ordering known, in Section V we show how a DFS ordering of the end-hosts can be found from relatively few topology measurements under a specified -Margin Condition on the observed similarities between end-hosts. In Section VI, we show how the DFS ordering can be resolved when only a less restrictive Monotonic Condition is considered on the observed pairwise similarities. Finally, in Section VII, the results of our experiments on both synthetic and real-world topologies show the improvements of our procedure for estimating the logical topology of a network over previous techniques. We conclude and describe future work in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
The initial work most directly related to the research in this paper is the application of bottom-up agglomerative clusteringbased methodologies [14] explored in [7] , [8] , and [15] for use on Internet topology reconstruction. Bottom-up agglomerative clustering resolves the hierarchical clustering of a set of objects with pairwise similarity values by finding the maximum similarity element and merging the rows/columns of the similarity matrix corresponding to those two end-hosts, then finding the next maximum element and merging those rows/columns of the similarity matrix to the new maximum element. This process is repeated until all the rows/columns are merged and the hierarchical clustering of the entire set of objects is resolved. In terms of network tomography, this method requires obtaining the entire similarity matrix (e.g., pairwise probes given number of end-hosts in the topology). The agglomerative clustering methodology will be considered the worst-case probing bounds, as it performs an exhaustive probing of every possible pair of end-hosts in the network. The large number of probes required is due to the decoupling of topology measurements and topology inference, where no information from prior measurements is used to inform new measurements, and topology inference is performed completely separate from the measurement process.
A more efficient probing methodology is the Sequential Topology Inference algorithm from [12] . This work iteratively builds the logical tree structure and leverages the current estimated logical tree structure to determine where the next probe pair measurements should be performed. This couples topology inference and measurement into one process by exploiting the tree structure of the topology. For a balanced -ary tree (a balanced tree where each nonleaf node has exactly children), this reduces the number of probes needed from for agglomerative clustering, to at most . In Sections V and VI, we show how improvements to this performance can be obtained by exploiting the structure of not just the tree topology, but the structure of the topology measurements. We show how our methodologies can further reduce the number of probes compared to this current state of the art. Additionally, the Sequential Topology methodology requires strict conditions on the observed pairwise similarities, where each router induces a known minimum amount of observed similarity between pairs of end-hosts. Our methodology presented in Section VI will demonstrate an efficient tomography technique that requires significantly less restrictive conditions on the observed pairwise similarity values.
We introduce two targeted measurement methodologies based on a DFS of a topology. For a collection of end-hosts in a tree topology, any of the nonunique ordinal lists found from a depth-first search on the leaf nodes of a tree structure (considered here as end-hosts) can be defined as a DFS ordering. This can also be considered a topological sort [16] on only the end-hosts of a logical topology. The idea of topological sort has been explored previously in sensor network literature in [17] , where a topological sort of the nodes in a sensor network provides efficient routes through the network with low power consumption. Due to the focus on wire-line networks in this paper, we are not able to choose the routing. Instead, we will use a modified version of topological sorting to efficiently reconstruct the logical routing from observed Internet measurements.
The work presented here is an extension of the authors' work in [18] . While the prior conference paper only contained the margin-based DFS approach described in Section V, the work here expands upon that technique to develop a new tomography methodology that requires a significantly less restrictive condition on how observed pairwise similarities conform to the underlying network topology in Section VI.
III. DFS ORDERING
Consider two end-hosts in the network, denoted as , . Through a probing mechanism, we have the ability to observe pairwise similarity between these end-hosts, denoted as (e.g., a measure of delay covariance or shared packet loss between two end-hosts). Instead of examining the probing technique used to generate the similarities, we will focus on specific conditions with respect to how these pairwise similarities conform to the underlying network tree topology structure. Specifically, we examine how the similarities conform to the logical topology shared path length, , the number of logical routers shared between end-hosts and in the paths from the root node to the two end-hosts.
The foundation for this work is the idea of a DFS Ordering of the end-hosts. A DFS is a tree search that starts at the tree root and progresses down the tree labeling each node and backtracking only when a node has been explored fully (e.g., every child of that node has been labeled). We formally define a DFS Ordering as any ordinal list of the end-hosts (which will be considered the leaf nodes of the logical routing tree) that would satisfy the ordering found by a depth-first search of that logical tree structure ignoring the labeling of the internal nodes of the tree.
Definition 1: A DFS Ordering, , enumerates the end-hosts such that there exists a depth-first search on the tree structure that would reveal the items in the order of . For the tree structure in Fig. 1 , we can find the following DFS orderings, all of which would satisfy some depth-first search on the tree topology:
There are also many possible end-host enumerations that would violate a DFS ordering of the tree. For example, the ordering does not satisfy a depth-first search of the end-hosts for the tree structure in Fig. 1 .
The power of a depth-first search can be seen when examining the logical topology shared path matrix . For a DFS ordering of the topology in Fig. 2 (e.g., ), the ordered shared path matrix will be found as where indicates that the two paths from the root to end-hosts , (in Fig. 1 ) share two common logical routers.
For an enumeration that does not satisfy a DFS ordering (e.g., ), the out-of-order shared path matrix will be found as:
Using a set of end-hosts in a DFS ordering, we can state the following proposition, Proposition 1: Given a set of end-hosts in a DFS Ordering, the resulting shared path matrix has the following structure:
for all for all . Proof: Consider the case where the end-hosts are in a DFS ordering, but (for some ). This states that end-hosts , have more shared infrastructure than , (i.e., a longer shared path length from the root). This implies the tree structure has and connected to an ancestor router at some point of depth (i.e., level of shared infrastructure), while is connected at some point in the tree structure shallower in comparison to (i.e., at some level with less shared infrastructure than and ). However, by the depth-first search ordering, this requires as a depth-first search would encounter before , thus violating the setup of the problem. Therefore, if the end-hosts are in a DFS ordering, Proposition 1 must hold.
IV. LOGICAL TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY USING DFS ORDERING
Assume that all the end-hosts in an unknown topology are already in a DFS ordering. Given this ordering, we look to reconstruct the logical topology using fewer than all possible pairwise similarities. To begin, we assume that the observed similarity measurements satisfy the Monotonic Condition with respect to the underlying network tree structure.
Condition 1: The observed pairwise similarity matrix and shared path matrix satisfy the Monotonic Condition if for all end-hosts , , where the tree topology shared path satisfies , then the observed pairwise similarity satisfies . Using the results from Proposition 1 and the Monotonic Condition, we can state that the similarity matrix has structure directly relating to the structure of the shared path matrix .
Proposition 2: Given a set of end-hosts in a DFS Ordering, with the similarity matrix satisfying the Monotonic Condition, then the similarity matrix will have the following property:
for all for all . Proof: Given Proposition 1 and the Monotonic Condition, this property of the similarity matrix follows.
Using the results of this proposition, we can now devise an efficient logical tree reconstruction procedure, the ORDEREDTOPO method in Algorithm 1 for a set of end-hosts in a DFS ordering with pairwise similarities satisfying the Monotonic Condition. An example implementation of this procedure can be seen in Fig. 2 , and bounds on the number of pairwise similarities required are declared in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: Using the set of end-hosts in a DFS Ordering and pairwise similarities satisfying the Monotonic Condition, only pairwise probes (the similarity values for ) are needed to reconstruct the unknown logical tree topology using the ORDEREDTOPO algorithm.
Proof: For each end-host, bottom-up agglomerative clustering requires only knowledge of which other end-host has the given maximum similarity value of . (c) Final interior node added to complete the tree structure.
Algorithm 1: DFS Ordered Logical Topology Discovery Algorithm-ORDEREDTOPO
Given:
• Set of end-hosts in a DFS ordering, .
• Set of observed pairwise similarities for end-hosts in a DFS ordering, . Main Body:
• Set of tree nodes, .
• Set of tree edges, .
• Reconstructed tree topology, .
• Set of merge nodes, .
• For : 1) Find . 2) Create new interior node, .
3) Add new interior node to the set of vertices, . 4) Add new edges to the new interior node, . 5) Find the set of merge nodes that reference the old interior nodes 6) Update the merge nodes, for all . 7) Update the similarity values to avoid choosing this similarity value again, set .
Output:
1) Return estimated tree topology, .
most shared topology. Given the Monotonic Condition, this is equivalent to finding the pair of end-hosts with the largest pairwise similarity magnitude. Unfortunately, to acquire this knowledge, it was previously necessary to obtain all possible similarity values (on the order of pairs for end-hosts). Given both a DFS ordering of the end-hosts and the Monotonic Condition, the only similarity values necessary to infer the logical topology will be the value of the immediately preceding end-host similarity and the immediately successive end-host similarity for each end-host , with . This is due to Proposition 2 stating that the similarity for any . Therefore, end-host will share the most infrastructure in the topology with either or . In order to reconstruct the tree topology, only the similarity values associated with these consecutive pairs of end-hosts are needed. The magnitude of these two similarity values will directly inform us as to the structure of the logical topology using a modified bottom-up agglomerative clustering procedure that only considers this subset of pairwise similarities, which is the ORDEREDTOPO algorithm.
V. MARGIN-BASED DFS ORDERING ESTIMATION
A limitation of the methodology in the ORDEREDTOPO algorithm is the assumption that the end-hosts are already correctly arranged in a DFS ordering. In any nontrivial problem, this ordering will not be known. Instead, given no prior knowledge of the topology, we must estimate a DFS Ordering from targeted pairwise similarity measurements. Influenced by the work in [12] , in this section we require a more restrictive assumption on the similarities than the Monotonic Condition. We assume the observed tomographic measurements conform to the -Margin Condition. Condition 2: The observed similarity matrix and shared path matrix satisfy the -Margin Condition if for all endhosts , , , the observed similarities satisfy (for some specified ) if and only if the tree topology shared path satisfies . Remark: Delay-based unicast methods exploit the observation of shared queuing delay between pairs of end-hosts. Consider the value to be the minimum queueing delay induced by a router in the network topology. Note that the Monotonic Condition is a boundary condition where and the reverse implication does not need to be satisfied ( implies ). Therefore, due to the significantly weaker assumptions, any tree reconstruction methodology that holds under the Monotonic Condition will also hold under the -Margin Condition for any .
The intuition behind our margin-based DFS ordering methodology is as follows. Given a random ordering of the set of end-hosts, consider choosing a single end-host and obtaining the pairwise similarities between this end-host and all other end-hosts in the set . Some end-hosts will have very high pairwise similarity, while others will have significantly less shared infrastructure with the chosen end-host and therefore have low pairwise similarity. By sorting these obtained similarity values, this would place the end-hosts that have more shared infrastructure at one end of the list, and the end-hosts with little shared infrastructure at the other end of the list. We define ordering with respect to a single end-host as the partial ordering, , of the set of end-hosts, such that (with : for all ). This partial ordering cannot be considered a DFS ordering for the reasons shown in Fig. 3(a) . While a significant fraction of the end-hosts will have observed pairwise similarity within some margin when compared against the chosen end-host, as seen in Fig. 3(b) , a DFS ordering inside this cluster is unknown using only this single end-host vantage point.
This implies that pairwise similarities from more than a single end-host vantage point will be required to correctly order the entire set of end-hosts. From the example in Fig. 3(b) , consider that any similarity will be within a deviation of one of three values . Having correctly ordered the end-hosts based on these three clusters, we now look to order the subclusters (e.g., what should the ordering be of all the end-hosts with similarity within a deviation of for the topology?). One could consider dividing the set of end-hosts into similarity clusters and for each cluster repeating this probing process. This would be performed by taking a new intracluster vantage point (i.e., randomly choosing a new end-host to compare against), and then reordering the subset of intracluster end-hosts based on the pairwise similarity values with this new vantage point. Therefore, we look to a recursive methodology that at each iteration bisects the ordered set of end-hosts into two topologically significant clusters. This reduces our objective to the problem of finding the correct end-host to bisect the set of end-hosts at each iteration of the algorithm.
The simplest approach to this bisection problem is, for a given margin value , sorting the similarity values and finding all the possible bisection candidate end-hosts. We denote the set , where if the similarity difference between the partial ordered th (denoted as ) and the partial ordered th (denoted as ) similarity value is more than , thereby indicating a topology difference between the two end-hosts with respect to end-host
The bisection point will be the end-host that results in the two bisected end-host sets and to be closest in size to each other among all choices of (1) Algorithm 2: Margin-Based DFS Ordering Algorithm-MARGINORDER
Given:
• Unordered set of end-hosts with unknown logical topology .
• Pairwise similarity matrix, .
• Margin condition, . Main Body:
1) Find the pairwise similarity values with respect to end-host , . 2) Sort the set of pairwise similarities, obtaining the partial ordering with respect to end-host , . 3) Find , the set of indices where the difference between consecutive sorted similarity values is greater than 4) Bisect the set of sorted end-hosts at the index of that creates two sets most equal in size using (1), creating sorted end-host subsets , .
5) If
, then find MARGINORDER . 6) If , then find MARGINORDER .
Output:
1) Return the reordered indices of the end-hosts, .
Using this intuition, we present the MARGINORDER method in Algorithm 2 to find a DFS Ordering for a set of end-hosts using this recursive bisection methodology.
Proposition 3: Proof: Proof of this proposition is found in the Appendix.
The MARGINTOPOLOGY topology reconstruction methodology, shown in Algorithm 3, consists of finding a DFS ordering of the end-hosts using the MARGINORDER algorithm, and then resolving the logical topology using the ORDEREDTOPOLOGY algorithm. Using Proposition 3 and Theorem 1, we bound the total number of pairwise probes required by the margin-based topology reconstruction methodology. Note that the marginTopology topology reconstruction methodology has a pairwise probing upper bound that requires fewer pairwise similarities than the current state-of-the-art efficient tomography approach Algorithm 3: Margin-Based Topology Estimation Algorithm-MARGINTOPOLOGY
Given:
• Margin condition, .
Main Body:
1) Reorder the end-hosts in a DFS ordering-MARGINORDER . 2) Estimate the tree topology using the DFS ordering-ORDEREDTOPO . 3) Return .
in [12] , which also requires the -Margin Condition on the pairwise similarities.Using the MARGINORDER method, the number of pairwise similarities measurements needed to correctly obtain a DFS Ordering for a balanced -ary tree (where each nonleaf node has children) satisfying the -margin condition with end-hosts is upper-bounded by probe pairs (where ). Theorem 2: Using the MARGINTOPOLOGY algorithm, the logical topology for a balanced -ary tree with end-hosts can be reconstructed requiring at most pairwise similarities that satisfy the -Margin Condition.
Proof: Proof of this theorem follows from Proposition 3 and Theorem 1.
VI. MONOTONIC-BASED DFS ORDERING ESTIMATION
In many real-world tomography problems, the -Margin Condition will be too restrictive. Instead, we look to efficiently reconstruct the tree topology when only the Monotonic Condition holds, where for any triple of end-hosts , , , if the shared path values satisfy , then the pairwise similarities satisfy . Our ordering estimation methodology begins similar to the margin-based approach where the ordering is found by a recursive bisection of the set of end-hosts, but we also require a small number of additional pairwise similarities to reinforce each bisection choice due to uncertainties introduced by the Monotonic Condition.
Given a random ordering of the set of end-hosts , consider choosing a single end-host and obtaining the similarity measurements between this and all other hosts in the set to find the partial ordering, . Similar to the methodology in Section V, we look to reduce the total number of pairwise measurements needed by bisecting the partial order and repeatedly taking pairwise measurements only with respect to each bisected subset. While the -Margin Condition allows us to easily find the bisection point through the use of the similarity difference (where, ), under the Monotonic Condition this deviation will not indicate changes in the tree topology; this can be seen in Fig. 3(c) . Therefore, we must devise a different methodology for finding the bisection point that represents a split in the tree, as a large similarity difference will not necessarily imply a topology change assuming only the Monotonic Condition holds on the pairwise similarity values.
Imagine performing bottom-up agglomerative clustering on the set of partial ordered end-hosts. Pairs of end-hosts are repeatedly merged together until all are combined into a single cluster by the final merge operation. Prior to the final merge operation, the set of ordered end-hosts are bisected into two sets separated by a split in the tree topology. When all the end-hosts are in a DFS ordering, this split can be defined by a single point that bisects these two sets in the ordering, . Using standard bottom-up agglomerative clustering, this would require examination of all possible pairwise similarity values (on the order of for end-hosts). By exploiting the partial ordering of the end-hosts, , this split can be found using a modified agglomerative clustering procedure that requires significantly fewer than all the possible pairwise similarities.
Consider performing agglomerative clustering on only a subset of end-hosts evenly spaced in the partial ordering (e.g., such that there are between each agglomerative clustering end-host) in Fig. 4(a) . The final merge of the agglomerative clustering on these end-hosts [i.e., Fig. 4(b) ] will reveal which subset of hosts contain the bisection point . Once this subset is revealed, we choose new end-hosts inside this subset of [i.e., the set in Fig. 4(c) ] and again perform agglomerative clustering to find a subset of interest, this time of size (again, containing the bisection point ). This process is repeated until the subset of interest is of size less than or equal to , where our modified agglomerative clustering will resolve the topmost split in the tree and bisection point .
This recursive bisection algorithm, MONOTONICBISECT, is stated in Algorithm 4. The power of this methodology is found by the distillation of agglomerative clustering measurements, requiring at most pairwise measurements, while standard agglomerative clustering would require pairwise measurements.
Algorithm 4: Monotonic-Based Bisection Algorithm-MONOTONICBISECT
Given:
• Set of N end-hosts in partial order . • Pairwise similarity matrix, .
• Number of clustering hosts, . Main Body:
1) Pick a subset of end-host indices such that and these indices are uniformly spaced in . 2) Using bottom-up agglomerative clustering, reconstruct the tree structure of the subset of end-hosts indexed by . 3) Find the last merge of the agglomerative clustering algorithm, between end-host subsets , (such that and ). 4) Define the largest similarity in the "lower" set , related to end-host , and the smallest similarity in the "higher" set, , related to end-host . 5) Divide the set into three subsets: the "higher" set , the "lower" set , and the "residual" set . 6) If , set . 7) Else, set MONOTONICBISECT .
Output:
1) Return .
This recursive methodology is only to find the bisection object at a single iteration of the ordering algorithm. It must be repeated multiple times to find a true DFS ordering on the end-hosts. The complete methodology for finding the DFS ordering under the monotonic condition is described in the MONOTONICORDER methodology in Algorithm 5.
Finally, we combine both the MONOTONICORDER and the ORDEREDTOPOLOGY algorithms in order to resolve the logical topology from pairwise similarities in the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY algorithm, shown in Algorithm 6. Bounds on the number of pairwise similarities required to resolve the topology are derived in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Using the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY algorithm, the logical topology for a balanced -ary tree with end-hosts can be reconstructed requiring at most pairwise similarities that satisfy the monotonic condition.
Proof: Proof of this proposition is found in the Appendix.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
To assess performance of our efficient network tomography methodologies, we perform experiments on both synthetic and real-world Internet topologies.
A. Prior Methods
1) Agglomerative Clustering:
Consider having knowledge of every pairwise similarity value for all end-hosts in the 
Output:
1) Return the reordered indices of the end-hosts .
Algorithm 6: Monotonic-Based Topology Estimation Algorithm-MONOTONICTOPOLOGY
Given:
• Number of clustering nodes, . Main Body:
1) Reorder the end-hosts in a DFS ordering-MONOTONICORDER . 2) Estimate the tree topology using the DFS ordering-ORDEREDTOPO . 3) Return .
topology. Given this similarity matrix, we would know which set of end-hosts has the largest similarity in the entire topology and, hence, know which set of end-hosts has the most shared infrastructure from the root node. For the bottom-up Agglomerative Clustering algorithm (applied in a networking context in [7] , [8] , and [15] ), at each step of the algorithm, the current set of end-hosts with the largest similarity is found, and a logical router is inserted connecting this set of end-hosts together. The corresponding rows/columns in the similarity matrix for these two end-hosts are then merged together. This process is repeated until there are no more rows/columns in the matrix left to merge. The main disadvantage of this methodology is that it requires knowledge of all similarity values, which amounts to exhaustive probing of all the end-hosts in the network.
2) Sequential Logical Topology Reconstruction: Informed by the generic tree structure of the topology, the work in [12] shows that the number of probes needed to reconstruct the topology can be considerably reduced when the observed similarities satisfy the -Margin Condition. This methodology depends upon sequentially building the tree topology for each end-host. For a given end-host , the pairwise similarity for this end-host and representative end-hosts for the children of the root node is found. Given the child of the root node with the largest similarity (and thus the most shared topology), , the pairwise similarity is found between the end-host and the children of the specified child . This similarity value and margin value, , determines whether the end-host is a sibling, child, or descendant of . This process is repeated until the leaf node with the largest pairwise similarity is found. On a balanced -ary tree (a balance tree where each nonleaf node has children), each end-host requires at most pair probes, thus for the entire topology, the number of pairwise probes needed is upper-bounded by . Table I compares the probing upper bounds for all four topology reconstruction methodologies (agglomerative clustering, sequential, MARGINTOPOLOGY, and MONOTONICTOPOLOGY). The MARGINTOPOLOGY algorithm has the smallest probing complexity upper bound of all algorithms, but requires the restrictive -Margin Condition on the observed similarity values. In comparison to the Sequential Topology algorithm, which also requires the -Margin Condition, from (4) we can see that for all choices of , therefore the MARGINTOPOLOGY will require fewer pairwise probes than the Sequential Topology algorithm for any feasible , topologies. The MONOTONICTOPOLOGY algorithm has upper bounds requiring more probes than the two margin-based methodologies, but will be guaranteed to succeed when the similarity margin is not required on the observed pairwise similarities. The MONOTONICTOPOLOGY algorithm also requires significantly fewer pairwise probes than the agglomerative clustering methodology, which is the only other methodology that is also guaranteed to reconstruct topologies under the Monotonic Condition.
B. Synthetic Measurement Experiments
Synthetic measurements enable us to analyze the capabilities of our methods with full ground truth and over a range of network sizes. Here, we consider both synthetic topologies generated with respect to the Heuristically Optimized Topology framework [19] and real-world networks from the Internet Topology Zoo database [13] . To synthesize pairwise similarities measurements, every topology link is assigned a random similarity value, with synthesized pairwise similarities being the sum of the node similarity values (with the smallest router similarity assigned, ) along the shared shortest path from the root node (randomly chosen in the topology) to the two end-hosts under consideration. Due to these experiments being noise-free with similarities that satisfy the -Margin Condition, all topology reconstruction methodologies will perfectly reconstruct the topologies from the pairwise similarity measurements. The results, in terms of the number of pairwise measurements needed to reconstruct the tree topologies, are shown with respect to 100 realizations of each topology, where each realization consists of choosing a random leaf node to create the topology tree and randomly permuting the leaf nodes to avoid performance bias from our ordering-based techniques.
1) Heuristically Optimized Topology Experiments:
A Heuristically Optimized Topology incorporates realistic network topology characteristics that have properties that are consistent with many of those observed in the Internet, incorporating societal, engineering, and economic constraints. Topologies satisfying this framework are created using the Orbis topology generator [20] with three different-sized topologies . This progression in topology sizes allows us to show performance as large-scale networks grow.
In Table II , we present the number of pairwise measurements needed by the prior tomography methodologies, agglomerative clustering and Sequential. By exploiting the tree structure, the state-of-the-art Sequential method requires at most 20% of the pairwise probes the agglomerative clustering methodology requires. In Table III , we present the resulting number of pairwise similarities required to resolve the logical topology for the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY and MARGINTOPOLOGY methodologies. As seen in the tables, both DFS Ordering-based methodologies do significantly better than the exhaustive agglomerative clustering approach. In terms of the 768-end-host topology, we obtain a savings with requiring less than 2% of the pairwise measurements used by the exhaustive agglomerative clustering approach. As expected, due to the more restrictive conditions, the MARGINTOPOLOGY methodology consistently requires fewer pairwise similarities than the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY methodology. The MARGINTOPOLOGY method requires at most 10% of the number of pairwise similarities required by the Sequential method. Meanwhile, even the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY methodology (which does not require the -Margin Condition) outperforms the Sequential methodology by requiring less than 15% of the number of pairwise probes used by this state-of-the-art approach.
2) Topology Zoo Experiments:
Using the Internet Topology Zoo database [13] , we obtain 21 real-world network topologies to observe the performance of the topology discovery algorithms. In Table IV , we find that for every network under consideration, the MARGINTOPOLOGY methodology outperforms the prior techniques (i.e., Sequential and Agglomerative Clustering). With the exception of the small Abliene topology (with only 11 routers included), the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY method outperforms the two prior techniques. This information is presented visually in Fig. 5 , where we show how the number of required pairwise measurements scales for each method as the size of the network increases.
C. Real-World Measurement Experiments
To observe the performance of our algorithm on real-world topologies, we chose nine DNS servers located at small-to medium-sized colleges in the New England geographic area. Using the DNS server addresses and probes, we discovered the logical tree topology shown in Fig. 6 starting at the University of Wisconsin-Madison as the root node. While this small study focused on end-hosts all connected with Internet2 and contained in the same general geographic area, it addresses the challenges of using network tomography in the live Internet with observed measurements.
Using delay-based unicast tomographic probes, the pairwise similarities were found between pairs of the end-hosts in the topology. The delay-based unicast tomographic technique we will focus on is Network Radar [10] . Network Radar uses round-trip-time (RTT) measurements as the basis for topology inference and was developed as an attempt to obviate the need for significant coordinated measurement infrastructure. Consider the simple logical topology in Fig. 7 . Back-to-back packets originating from end-host will travel along the same path until router . It can be assumed that any delays encountered before router induced by router queuing delays will cause highly correlated delays for both back-to-back packets (due to both packets being in the same router queues). Assuming that any delays encountered between the two packets past router are uncorrelated ( [10] ), then the level of covariance between the RTT delays found from a series of back-to-back packets will inform us to the amount of shared logical topology between paths and . In order to be more robust to observed delay with high variance, for our real-world experiments, the pairwise similarity will be considered as the correlation coefficient of the observed pairwise delay vectors, .
Using the Network Radar methodology, each pairwise similarity is obtained using 1500 back-to-back round-trip-time delay samples. Due to imperfect round-trip-time measurements and other delay noise measured, the delay-based similarity was found to not be perfectly correlated to the observed shared path length. As explored in [10] , the number of back-to-back delay probes sent will determine the accuracy with which the observed correlation coefficient matches the underlying topology. We calculate how well our delay-based pairwise similarity matches the two specified conditions on the underlying topology, the -Margin Condition (for three values of , ) and Monotonic Condition, in Fig. 8 . For the end-hosts triple of Vassar College, Smith College, and Boston University in Fig. 8(a) , we find that very few delay measurements are needed such that the calculated pairwise similarities satisfy the Monotonic Condition with respect to the true underlying topology for this triple, but significantly more delay probes are needed to satisfy the restrictive -Margin Condition. For the end-hosts triple of Vassar College, Smith College, and Dartmouth College in Fig. 8(b) , we again find that the less restrictive Monotonic Condition is satisfied with few delay measurements, but for the three values of under consideration, the -Margin Condition is rarely satisfied. This is due to the -Margin Condition requiring both a similarity separation of at least between pairs of similarities corresponding to different shared path lengths, and requiring strictly less than similarity separation between pairs of similarities corresponding to equal shared path lengths. When either of these properties is violated, then the -Margin Condition will not hold. In contrast, the Monotonic Condition only requires that pairwise similarities corresponding to longer shared path lengths have values greater than pairwise similarities corresponding to shorter shared path lengths, a much less restrictive condition, and therefore satisfied with fewer delay probes.
For any estimation procedure based on Internet measurements, there will be the potential for errors in the reconstructed topology. 1 In order to determine the accuracy of our estimated topologies, we must develop a metric that compares our estimated topologies to the ground-truth topology. We consider the following accuracy measure for our reconstructed tree topologies. Given a triple of end-hosts that exists in our estimated topology, we can predict whether there is a longer shared path between end-hosts or end-hosts . For the estimated logical topology , these two paths will be denoted and , respectively. For the true topology, these two true path lengths will be denoted as and , respectively. The more accurate our estimated topology, the more often our estimated topology will return the correct answer for whether has more shared infrastructure than . The percentage of times we are correct with this problem will be denoted as . For all possible triples in our set of end-hosts , this shared path classification rate can be found by (2) with the value where if the condition holds, while if the condition does not hold.
The baseline for any topology reconstruction algorithm will be to outperform a naive randomly reconstructed topology with end-hosts and interior nodes connected at random into a tree topology. Our shared path classification rate will be the metric we use to assess the accuracy of our estimated topologies.
Due to the Sequential Algorithm and both DFS Ordering algorithms having performance sensitive to initial ordering of end-hosts, the performance of the three algorithms are averaged over 500 random permutations of the end-hosts. Averaging over many random permutations eliminates any order bias from the results.
The two margin-based methodologies (Sequential and MARGINTOPOLOGY) have a tunable margin parameter, , that must be chosen. To give the prior margin-based methodology every possible advantage, for each experiment the performance of the Sequential algorithm is shown for the best possible value of at each level of probing. Meanwhile, our new MARGINTOPOLOGY methodology has a constant value of across all levels of probing.
For the real-world topology in Fig. 6 , the corresponding shared path classification rate [from (2) ] for the -Margin Condition algorithms (i.e., MARGINTOPOLOGY and Sequential) and a baseline random methodology can be seen in Fig. 9(a) versus a restricted total number of delay probes available. We find that the MARGINTOPOLOGY methodology performs significantly better than both the Sequential and random topologies. Surprisingly, the Sequential methodology requires a large number of pairwise probes to outperform the random topologies; we believe this is due to the need for a margin between the similarity measurements with different shared path values. While this methodology also requires the -Margin Condition, through the exploitation of DFS ordering, our methodology will be more robust to violations of the margin condition (as evident by the improved performance). Given the probing complexity in Table I , it is very likely that the accuracy improvements for the DFS Ordering-based techniques will further grow as the size of the topology increases.
The shared path classification rate [from (2) ] for the two monotonic-based topology reconstruction algorithms (i.e., MONOTONICTOPOLOGY and agglomerative clustering) can be seen in Fig. 9(b) versus a restricted total number of delay probes available. As seen in the figure, for a wide range of available pairwise probes, the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY methodology more accurately resolves the tree topology than the standard bottom-up agglomerative clustering methodology. For example, to obtain the same tree reconstruction accuracy , the MONOTONICTOPOLOGY methodology requires 1700 fewer delay-based measurements sent through the network compared to the exhaustive agglomerative clustering methodology (3800 delay probes for MONOTONICTOPOLOGY, while agglomerative clustering requires 5600 delay probes).
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Despite concerted efforts, generating accurate maps of the router-level topology of the Internet remains a compelling objective in Internet measurement. Standard TTL-based and Record Route methods for discovering router-level network topology have well-known limitations that motivate development of alternative topology measurement methods. One such method is the application of tomographic inference to recover the underlying topology. While network tomography for topology discovery has been examined in the past, it is yet to be widely used in practice due to its own set of limitations. The goal of our work is to address the shortcomings of measurement-based network tomography for discovering Internet logical topology. Tomographic methodologies described in prior work required an impractical number of probes. In this paper, we describe algorithms that considerably reduce the number of pairwise probes needed to resolve logical topologies. The ability to reduce the number of pairwise probes is reliant on exploiting the idea of a DFS Ordering of the end-hosts. We analyze the capabilities of our algorithms on a set of large-scale synthetically generated topologies. The experiments on these topologies show our new methodologies require only 2% of the probes used by an exhaustive methodology, and roughly 15% of the probes used by the current state of the art. Results from a small-scale real-world Internet experiment further validate the performance of our algorithms. The significant reduction in the number of probes needed opens this efficient discovery technique to new avenues of applications, including general clustering problems using pairwise similarities. In addition, future work will look to extend these techniques from reconstructing tree topologies to reconstructing graph topologies.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 3
Using Algorithm 2, consider the first step, end-host will be chosen, and the similarity values will be found between and . Given the -ary balanced property of the tree and the -margin condition, after sorting the similarity values, this implies that the first iteration of the algorithm will divide the set of end-hosts into a group of end-hosts and a group of end-hosts corresponding to the first branch on the first level of the tree as seen in Fig. 10(a) . Consider further subdividing the set of end-hosts, where a random end-host is chosen in the set and similarity measurements are taken. Our bisection algorithm would then subpartition into a group of end-hosts and a group of end-hosts, again corresponding to the first level of the tree as seen in Fig. 10(b) . In these initial steps of the algorithm, each iteration is resolving a branch off the first level of this tree, clustering into sets of end-hosts each relating to a branch off the first level of the tree.
After the tree has been divided past the first level, the problem can now be considered ordering the number of subtrees each with end-hosts. Using this recursive property, we can state the number of probes needed for a balanced -ary tree with leaf nodes as . . . 
B. Proof of Theorem 3
Consider a balanced -ary tree with a set of end-hosts . Let denote the number of pairwise measurements required to discover a DFS ordering on the set , and let be the number of measurements required to find the exact split by agglomerative clustering chosen end-hosts out of and proceeding recursively (as indicated by Algorithm 4) until the split point is found. Using the recursive property of the algorithm, we can state
In
, .
Given that we control the agglomerative clustering procedure in Algorithm 5, we can reduce the total pairwise measurements needed by setting (as we require ). This results in the total pairwise measurements needed by Algorithm 5 to resolve a DFS ordering to be less than measurements for end-hosts clustered in a -ary balanced tree. Combined with Theorem 1, we see that to resolve the tree topology requires only pairwise similarities that satisfy the monotonic condition.
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